
Catering and band RIDER 
          

 

 

Band members:  

 

• Michael Stützer: Guitars (Stage Right)  

• Michael Bastholm Dahl: Lead Vocals (Center) 

• Kræn Meier: Guitars (Stage Left) 

• Peter Thorslund: Bass 

(Center,Stage Left)  

• Josua Madsen: Drums (Center, 

Back)  

Staff of Venue:  

 

We will need a qualified and sober sound technician + a qualified and sober light technician + 2 strong and 

sober stagehands for carrying equipment and to help with the setup on stage.  

Arrival:  

 

Please provide detailed directions in English language two weeks before the date of the show with the 

complete address of the venue and a telephone + Facebook contact. All flight-based information should 

be given in detailed information, with a minimum of 3 to 4 months before the date of the show.  Please 

provide arrival, soundcheck and doors-open and on-stage times. The promoter or another person should be 

at the venue upon arrival. 

Sleeping Arrangements:  

 

Hotel with free Wi-Fi for the whole stay. We would like to be split in 5 single rooms.  

Or: A warm, clean, dark and quiet accommodation for 5 persons with mattresses, bath room, shower, toilet 

and a mirror. A safe room for equipment like guitars and private belongings is needed during the whole visit.  

Food, Catering & Drinks:  

Full catering for the whole stay for both days of playing and days off for 5 people Including breakfast, lunch 

and dinner.  

 

Minimum 1,5 case (36 cans) of cooled regular local beer.  

Minimum 36 bottles of cooled non-carbonated water for stage and backstage  

Minimum 6 liters of other cooled drinks (juice and coke, Fanta etc.)  

Minimum 4 cans of red bull  

Coffee, Tea and Milk  

Bowl of mixed fruits + 5 well-made sandwiches + Snacks like Chips, Nuts and 

Sweets One bottle of good quality Red Wine.  

One bottle of Jack Daniels (U.S.), Ballantine’s (Scottish) or Tullamore Dew (Irish) whiskey.  

If the band sleeps at the venue: Breakfast for 5 persons, the morning after the show.  

Backstage Area:  

A separate room for the band to get some rest before and after the show. It would be great to have some 

sofas, tables, chairs, a mirror and a sink.  

Merchandise:  

If there isn't a dedicated merch both we would like:  

A table of approx. 1.5m length and a small light or some candles for our merchandising in the same room as 

the show, if possible.  

Other: 

If the band plays at a festival or similar, each member would like a free voucher for a t-shirt and / or patch for 

the arrangement.  


